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Abstract-A novel low power SoC bus with low-leakage and *Off-State Leakage
low swing technique is proposed. The repeater used in the bus
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not losing its logic values even in sleep mode. The proposed ¢ 100
SoC bus reduces not only the leakage power in the normal cL
active/sleep mode but also both dynamic and leakage power in
the low swing operation mode. The proposed scheme reduces
the total power by 44.5% compared to the conventional SoC
bus architecture. io
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I. INTRODUCTION Technology Node
Figure 1. Active power and off-state leakage power consumption as the

The demands for higher transistor density and faster process technology develops.
devices drive the trend of CMOS device scaling. As the
supply voltage (VDD) is reduced along with device TABLE I. LEAKAGE POWER CONTRIBUTION OF VARIOUS BASIC
dimensions, the threshold voltage (VT) must be reduced to DIGITAL CIRCUIT COMPONENTS.

maintain the desired performance improvement. This induces GAtes Width(%) Leakag(miA) LeakAge(%)
a large standby or "off' current (loff) that is consumed while
no logic operations are being performed. Figure 1 shows Latch 19 37.61 18
how the total power in VLSI circuits has increased as the 21 32.04 16
pCess technology develops [1]. As shown in the figure, the Nand3 6 6.23 3process gylll7>Vl l] JJlVl i [l ll,[l

Nor2 4 5.63 3
circuit has become to consume more leakage power than the E. 10WllWlI lCI tJbVlik I WVlOUllk ilUk lWll\I5WHVVWl IlAl Ilk |Et 14119.761101
dynamic power. Therefore, a reduction of the leakage power Total 100 205.78 100
is a dominant factor in controlling the total power of the
chip. Multiple Threshold voltage CMOS (MTCMOS) to meet the

Table 1 shows how much leakage power consumption is high performance requirement when the bus is in use, while
contributed by each basic digital circuit component. effectively reducing the leakage currents of bus lines when
Although the gate width of the inverters is 3700 of the total the bus is idle. Difference in propagation delays between a
gate width of the circuit, the leakage power consumed by lOW-VT MOSFET and a high-VT MOSFET are exploited to
inverters is over 500o of the total leakage power of the generate a pulse signal which asserted when a transition is
circuit. The reason for this result comes from relatively wide occurred on the bus [3], and this signaling scheme removes
width, high frequency of use, and above all, inherent lack of additional sleep signal running with the bus. On the other
stacking effect of the inverter. The inverter is widely used as hand, based on MTCMOS circuit topology, a bus encoding
repeater in global bus architecture. The number and length of scheme considering leakage and crosstalk on global bus
global bus lines which are necessary to communicate reduces total the power consumption [2].
between different modules in a SoC design have increased While the reviousl mentioned works reduce leakage
significantly. Therefore, efforts to minimize the leakage
power in global bus repeaters are essential to reduce the total power, most of them have circuit overhead, such as

duplicated bus lines and extra encoder/decoder hardware. In
this paper, we propose a novel bus architecture that not only

Recently, there were several approaches to reduce the minimizes the leakage power using forced circuit stacking
leakage power of the global bus. Most of them are using effect but also solves sleep-to-active delay overhead with
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Figure 3. Duplicated Skewed Buses. Each line is skewed for one direction
StatusiStatUs transition using alternate HVT and LVT devices.
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Figure 2. A block diagram of typical SoC bus architecture low leakage 0100
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diode connections. This method supports additional low- 0001
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Figure 4. Leakage-and Crosstalk-Aware Bus Encoding, (a) Bus lines
The remainder of this paper iS organized as follows, with dedicated low leakage states (b) Codeword to encode 3-bits

Section II introduces previous approaches to build a low-
power SoC bus. The circuit topology and the additional skewed line reduces leakage current for either logical states
operation mode are detailed in Section III. Section IV shown in Figure 4(a), and applies an encoding scheme to
describes the experimental test setup and presents the results. minimize leakage current and crosstalk between adjacent
Conclusions are given in Section V. lines. Figure 4(b) shows an example of codeword with

Hamming distance from its ideal case in the left column and
II. PREVIOUS Low POWER SOC Bus the codeword to encode 3-bits in the right column. In this

algorithm, an additional bit is needed for every 3-bit.
In a SoC design, IPs communicate with each other via

global bus with the specified bus protocol. [6] and [7] are 1. THE PROPOSED Low POWER SoC Bus
two most popular SoC bus protocols. Figure 2 shows a
simplified block diagram of typical bus architecture with bus Figure 5 shows the proposed repeater circuit and a block
masters, slaves, and arbiters. The bus arbiter accepts bus diagram for the shared bus organization. The proposed bus
request signals from multiple masters and generates bus has three operation modes: active, sleep, and low swing
grant signals to avoid bus conflicts. Shared buses which are mode. Bus arbiter generates the sleep signal based on bus
the outputs of MUXes run long distance consuming most of requests from masters and its own arbitration policy. While
total bus power. the bus is occupied by a master, i.e. active mode, sleep signal

Durin last svrlyasefrkeeps "low", and when the bus is idle, i.e. sleep mode, sleepDurig last several years efforts on mimizig power signal goes "high" after some interval. This interval prohibits
consumption on global bus connections have been converged sleep signals from fluctuating for a short period of bus idle.
into reducing leakage power using MTCMOS. In the Sleep signal keeps flowu during the low swing mode, and
Duplicated Skewed Bus (DSB) scheme [2], the repeaters are the signal swing is limited to an intermediate voltage level.
skewed by the alternating use of high threshold (HVT) and
low threshold (LVT) devices in the pull-up and pull-down A. Active and Sleep Operation Mode
trees as shown in Figure 3. In this case, the upper line is P P
skewed for a rising transition at the input since the first In the active mode, sleep signal keeps "low" and it turns
repeater has a LVT NMOS and HVT PMOS device, on the Pl and the Ni. Thus, VVDD and VGND is directly
Similarly, the lower line is skewed for a falling transition as connected to VDD and GND, respectively, and the repeater
the first repeater has LVT PMOS and HVT NMOS devices. acts like a conventional inverter.
At the far end, the output of the two lines can be fed to In the sleep mode, on the other hand, sleep signal goes
decoding logic (an XOR gate). The alternating use of LVT "high" turning off both the PI and the Ni, and the voltage on
and HVT devices places both of the lines in their respective the VVDD and VGND are determined by the N2 and the P2
low leakage states while in standby mode by the simple which are diode connected topology, and expressed as
circuitry at the source of the line as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 4 depicts the Leakage and Crosstalk-Aware BUS VVDD =VDD -VTN (1)
Encoding (LCABE) which is similar to DSB but not use VGND =GND ± VTP I(2)
duplicated bus lines [3]. LCABE is exploited so that a
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Figure 5. (a) Proposed repeater circuit, (b) A block diagram for shared designer has no choice but to use the fixed supply voltage
bus organization (VDD) by operating in the low swing mode. This feature

comes from the bus repeater presented in this paper dose not
where VTN and VTP are the threshold voltages of the NMOS lose its logical values in sleep mode although it operates in
and PMOS respectively. Since the substrate of the P3 is reduced frequency.
connected to VDD, and that of N3 is connected to GND, the
threshold voltages ofthem is increased as following formula. IV. SIMULATioN RESULTS

VT = VTO + )(C(-2)OAF + VSB |- OF (3) The proposed low power bus scheme is simulated using
BPTM (Berkeley Predictive Technology Model) 70nm

The increased threshold voltage results in lower leakage CMOS technology [8]. A 8mm length global metal 5 wire is
current, and this effect iS called as stacking effect. used as a global bus and simulated. The supply voltage of the

The proposed approach effectively reduces the leakage repeater is 0.8V. The simulation temperature is 70 C. We
power when the bus utilization is not too high. If the bus collected the bus signal data from practical MPEG 4 decoder
utilization goes over 7500, because of the charging/ system to evaluate the proposed scheme reasonably.
discharging power consumption of sleep transistors, the total Figure 7 shows the power consumption comparison
power consumption of the bus exceeds that of the bus with between the proposed bus and conventional bus. As shown
conventional repeaters. In most applications, however, the in the figure, the power consumption of the proposed scheme
bus utilization is not so high and this overhead would rarely saves 44'50 of the total power at 18. bus utilization. As the
be a burden for total power reduction. bus utilization increases, the power saving amount decreases

since the charging overhead of the sleep transistor and
B. LowSwing Operation Mode (LSOM) VVDD/VGND node increases. However, the typical bus

For a given work load, there can be some slack time. utilization of real digital system is not so high (around 18%
Especially in multimedia applications there exist different in this MPEG decoder example) that the proposed low power
levels of profile which determines the Quality of Service bus scheme will reasonably reduce the total power in 70nm
(QoS) considering communication speed limits (i.e. 15fps for CMOS technology.
streaming VOD service). Figure 6 (a) shows that if given Figure 8 shows the power savings of LSOM compared to
work has finished early enough before the work dead-line,g of the LSOM
1ide time With loW leakage state exist. By using the proposed

Lo wng Oprto Mod (LO) this situation...ca bei...S small at the low frequency mode, the total power
changed as shown figure 6 (b). The clock frequency of cosmtol sls hnsepmd prto.We ti

system ca be reue sic th gie wor should........ finis compared to the address bus of the sleep mode operation,
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4E.......................................... ... forced stacking effect which controlled by the busmasteris

R. ................................ proposed and simulated in this paper. The proposed bus
200 ~~~~~~~~~~~~architecture reduces 44.50 of total power on the bus for

100 MPEG4 application by turning off the sleep transistors
0 during bus idle. It also provides an additional low swing

18%(original) 25% 50% 75% Utilization operation mode by not losing its logical values, and results in
* Conventional U Proposed reducing 38.3% power consumption compared to normal

(b) operation with active/sleep mode. This approach is based on
Figure 7. (a) Power consumption of address bus, (b) power consumption the fact that bus utilization is rarely over 50°0.

of data bus
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